Mission Statement
For over 3 decades the Grand Prix Trust has provided support for Formula 1’s unsung
heroes helping team personnel, trackside or factory-based, to put their lives back on track
when things go wrong. Our mission now is to broaden this support to the wider
motorsport family and consider all the current and former employees, along with their
immediate families, of the businesses that supply and work alongside the F1 industry.
Our services provide effective and essential support, along with independent help, which
can take the form of financial assistance or specialist medical advice, or where appropriate,
advice relating to rights and benefits. Every case is dealt with compassionately and in
absolute confidence.
In addition, we strive constantly to create a like-minded community through social media
and Reunion lunches.
The Trust has helped members from the Golden Age of Moss, Brabham and Clark right
through to those left distressed by more recent team closures. In 2015 we gave assistance
to more people than ever before.
Since 2016, we have been renamed the Grand Prix Trust to recognise the broader reach
and scope of those whom we can help as Formula 1 roles evolve. Our aim is to be there for
those coming into the sport tomorrow, as well as those who served it with honour in the
past.
There is no Membership fee to join the Trust for eligible members. If you are an existing
member, please do encourage your friends and colleagues of F1 to join - we really
appreciate your support.
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How We Can Help

Do I Qualify?

The Grand Prix Trust prides itself on the welfare supports that it provides. We
have our own dedicated Client Co-Ordinator that has a unique and
comprehensive knowledge of the best way to help you and your family. Our help
is on hand to assist you with a simple enquiry or a more complicated issue that
can sometimes arise, including health, financial queries or advice.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE GRAND PRIX TRUST?

We will endeavour to help you in a swift, timely manner, and if necessary, we can
arrange for a home visit in order to assist with the completion of an application
form for financial assistance.

The scope of who we can help now includes all employees and contract staff who
have been employed on F1 activities for 2 years or more:

PLEASE BE ASSURED THAT EACH ENQUIRY IS DEALT WITH CONFIDENTIALLY &
PROFESSIONALLY

The world of F1 has changed significantly since Sir Jackie Stewart founded the
Trust in the 1980’s, and we in turn have changed to better recognise and serve
those in our community in times of need.

DETAILS
All Motorsport industry employers

Mechanics / Operational travelling staff

We have been very fortunate to receive some lovely comments from clients that
we have helped and here are just a few of them:

Other travelling non-operational staff
Factory based personnel

“If all the clients of the GP Trust receive the high level of service that you
give to us, we are all very lucky”.
“If you had not persevered and kicked my backside into gear I would not
be where I am today, and you have no idea what a difference that has
made to me – thank you so much”.

All employees

Contractors
F1 related companies

Agency personnel; photographers;
catering staff; F1 media

Governing/commercial bodies

FIA / FOM

“Thank the Trust for the financial support and thanks to Sally for the
support and care”.
“I cannot thank the Trust enough; without them I would not be where I
am today. Having a new knee was the best decision I could have made”.
“We can’t thank the Trust enough …. Words seem very inadequate. You
have made this one of our better days and we will face the future with a
lighter step not having to stress so much about the finances. In our world
you would be called the Fairy Godmother”.
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For more information, please contact:
Email: office@grandprixtrust.com
Mobile:+(44) 7487 416 398

